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The basis for standardized and large-scale agricultural services

——V-LAND’s eight-year land trusteeship practices 

A typical case of national agricultural 

social services

A leading enterprise of agricultural 

industrialization in Shenyang

A national high-tech enterprise

One of Introducing Talents Projects for 

Rejuvenation in Liaoning in 2019

A leading talent in technology 

entrepreneurship in Liaoning



Eight-year development: production model—management 

model—business model—system construction

Established Liaoning V-

LAND, managed 3,585 mu 

of land, and determined the 

management model

Established Changtu V-

LAND, managed 5,096 mu 

of land, and explored the 

business model

Established Liaozhong V-

LAND, managed 24,797 

mu of land, and promote 

the business model

2013

Established Haicheng V-

LAND, managed 811 mu of 

land, and determined the 

production model 2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Established Kangping, Faku, 

Pulandian, and Xinmin V-

LAND, managed 40,937 mu of 

land (full replication and fast 

promotion）

Entered the Jilin market, 

established Jilin, Dehui and 

Yushu V-LAND, improved 

the ESBAP system and 

managed 82,981 mu of land

2019

2020

The business has grown rapidly. 

Established Siping, 

Liaoyang,Heishan, Tieling and 

Zhuanghe V-LAND, entered 

Heilongjiang market, and 

managed 127,000 mu of land

Optimized the 

organization structure, 

membership and 

productio, improved per 

capita efficiency, and 

managed mu of land 

(27,761 plots)



Solve three major problems for 

farmers

Base on the primary industry

Stabilize food production

Give full  play to the role of 

technology

Spark rural revitalization



V-LAND 

headquarters

County-level 

subsidiaries

Township-level 

service centers

Village-level service 

consultants

Establish technology centers, data centers, financial centers, 

customer service centers, and human resources centers. 

Technical solutions, input supply, back-stage management and 

training support, etc.

Manage the full-process trusteeship businesses in the area. 

County-level subsidiaries adopt the inputs and specified full-

process technical solutions provided by V-LAND Agricultural 

Platform to carry out agricultural production trusteeship 

services in the area.

County-level subsidiaries rely on farmer cooperatives and 

new agricultural business entities in different towns to 

establish service centers and grassroots platforms, and to 

carry out production trusteeship services in different regions.

Rural elites play a significant role at the end of the full-

process trusteeship businesses. Business contacts and 

servants directly communicate with service objects and 

sign the Planting Service Contract on behalf of V-LAND

Build a four-level operational network which covers the village-

level



E. S. B. A. P

Base on the evaluation system of agricultural producers

——A “ruler” for V-LAND

Build an integrated technology platform to provide specialized and 

standardized services



Core technology Functions and effects

No-tillage seeding technology Good soil moisture conservation, uniform sprouting in size and color, high seedling preservation rate

Narrow-wide row planting 

technology

Accelerate  panicle differentiation, enhance photosynthesis in the later stage, ventilate and transmit light

Seed treatment technology Provide adequate nutrition for seed germination, improve disease, drought and cold resistance, enhance budding vigor, improve the 

germination rate; uniform and strong seedlings; high-yield group

Formula fertilization technology Utilize formula fertilizers according to soil features and crop needs

Slow-release nitrogen technology Fertilizer effect lasts for 110-120 days, no defertilization in the later stage, full grain, obvious increase in yield

Adding zinc and sulfur 

technology

Increase seed setting rate, reduce bald tips, improve photosynthetic product accumulation, and enhance disease resistance

Biological bacteria supplement 

technology

Improve soil, alleviate compaction, increase fertilizer utilization； thick stems, and developed roots

High efficiency and low damage 

weeding technology

Low-damage herbicides are used to effectively control weeds while reducing damage to corn

Foliar nutrition supplement 

technology

Use foliar nutrition to supplement all trace elements needed for crops, increase yield and disease resistance

Long-term pest control 

technology 

Utilize imported pesticides with  low levels of toxic materials and long-term effects that can last for up to 30 days or longer, so as to 

protect crops from pests

Dwarfing and anti-falling 

prevention technology

Reduce plant height and ear position, transform in advance, increase seed setting, and increase yield

Deep loosening and leveling 

technology

Break through the plough pan, increase soil permeability, improve water storage capacity, drought resistance and flood resistance

Straw return technology Protect the environment, improve soil fertility, and achieve high efficiency and high yield

Build an integrated technology platform to provide 

specialized and standardized services



Build an integrated technology platform to provide 

specialized and standardized services

Conduct 

scientific 

and 

rational 

use of 

cultivated 

land 

resources

Attach 

importance to the 

development of 

agricultural 

science and 

technology

Full-coverage no-

tillage coupled with 

straw return to soil 

and shallow rotation 

in small plots

Full-coverage no-

tillage coupled with 

straw return to soil and 

wide space planting in 

large-scale plots



Record data throughout the whole-process

Sowing

Meet with 

customers

Land plots survey

Pest control

Harvest

Sign 

contracts

Weeding

Develop an Advanced Distributed Management System (ADMS) to realize 

service informatization 

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/advanced-distributed-management-system-adms-market-2020-covid-19-impact-analysis-on-global-industry-size-share-analysis-development-revenue-future-growth-business-prospects-and-forecast-to-2025-research-reports-world-2020-11-24


这里可以添加主要内容这
里可以添加主要内容这里
可以添加主要内容

添加小标题内容

Develop an Advanced Distributed Management System (ADMS) to 

realize service informatization 

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/advanced-distributed-management-system-adms-market-2020-covid-19-impact-analysis-on-global-industry-size-share-analysis-development-revenue-future-growth-business-prospects-and-forecast-to-2025-research-reports-world-2020-11-24
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Nine key elements for agricultural production

Heaven, earth, farmers

Seeds, pesticides, fertilizers

Technology, methods, equipment
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V-LAND standardized land trusteeship cases
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Case sharing of standardized management of 

V-LAND seeding operations
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Case sharing of standardized management of 

V-LAND seeding operations
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Case sharing of standardized management of 

V-LAND seeding operations
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Some thinking on standardized implementation

Standardization is the summary of large-scale and intensive practices.

Summarize successful experience and formulate corresponding standards.

Standardization is a necessary support for large-scale and intensive practices.

Without standardization, there is no large-scale and intensive practices.

The realization of standardization requires not only advanced equipment and 

complete processes, but also corresponding inspection methods. (PDCA)

When agri-enterprises reach a certain scale, they need not just industry 

solutions but the same management and operation solutions as other industry 

enterprises!



15 counties, 83 townships, 306 villages, 9,946 households, 

27,760 plots of land.

Liberate more than 30,000 rural laborers from the land. 

Provide jobs for 354 machinists and consultants.

Achieve an annual increase of more than 20 million jin in 

grain production.

The system can be repuliacted and farmers 

can accept ! (valuable service)



Our mission is to “bring benefits for the people and grow high-

quality food for the country!"

Our aim is “V-LAND Trusteeship, Worry-free and High-yield!"

Lead more cooperatives, family farms, and rural collective 

economic organizations to make efforts to ensure food self-

sufficiency.

Contribute to the implementation of the rural revitalization 

strategy.


